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Chapter 1 : G-code - RepRap
A list of g-codes and m-codes for milling in the Fanuc, LinuxCNC, GRBL, and Haas dialects. We give a quick definition
of each g-code along with a link to tutorials and examples of how to use it.

Originally used to mark end of tape, not necessarily end of program. Tool Path for program Several points to
note: There is room for some programming style, even in this short program. The grouping of codes in line
N06 could have been put on multiple lines. Doing so may have made it easier to follow program execution.
Many codes are "modal, meaning they remain effect until cancelled or replaced by a contradictory code. For
example, once variable speed cutting CSS had been selected G96 , it stays in effect until the end of the
program. In operation, the spindle speed increases as the tool nears the center of the work to maintain constant
surface speed. Similarly, once rapid feed is selected G00 , all tool movements are rapid until a feed rate code
G01, G02, G03 is selected. It is common practice to use a load monitor with CNC machinery. The load
monitor stops the machine if the spindle or feed loads exceed a preset value that is set during the set-up
operation. The jobs of the load monitor are various: Prevent machine damage in the event of tool breakage or a
programming mistake. This is especially important because it allows safe "lights-out machining", in which the
operators set up the job and start it during the day, then go home for the night, leaving the machines running
and cutting parts during the night. Because no human is around to hear, see, or smell a problem such as a
broken tool, the load monitor serves an important sentry duty. When it senses overload condition, which
semantically suggests a dull or broken tool, it commands a stop to the machining. Technology is available
nowadays to send an alert to someone remotely e. This can be the difference between profitability or loss on
some jobs, because lights-out machining reduces labor hours per part. Warn of a tool that is becoming dull and
must be replaced or sharpened. If the program is wrong, there is a high probability that the machine will crash,
or ram the tool into the part, vice, or machine under high power. This can be costly, especially in newer
machining centers. It is possible to intersperse the program with optional stops M01 code that let the program
run piecemeal for testing purposes. The optional stops remain in the program but are skipped during normal
running. Nowadays the surrounding objects chuck, clamps, fixture, tailstock, and more are included in the 3D
models , and the simulation is much like an entire video game or virtual reality environment, making
unexpected crashes much less likely. Many modern CNC machines also allow programmers to execute the
program in a simulation mode and observe the operating parameters of the machine at a particular execution
point. This enables programmers to discover semantic errors as opposed to syntax errors before losing material
or tools to an incorrect program. Depending on the size of the part, wax blocks may be used for testing
purposes as well. Additionally, many machines support operator overrides for both rapid and feedrate that can
be used to reduce the speed of the machine, allowing operators to stop program execution before a crash
occurs. For educational purposes, line numbers have been included in the program above. They are usually not
necessary for operation of a machine, and increase file sizes, so they are seldom used in industry. However, if
branching or looping statements are used in the code, then line numbers may well be included as the target of
those statements e. Some machines do not allow multiple M codes in the same line. Programming
environments[ edit ] This section possibly contains original research. Please improve it by verifying the claims
made and adding inline citations. Statements consisting only of original research should be removed. Two
high-level paradigm shifts have been 1 abandoning "manual programming" with nothing but a pencil or text
editor and a human mind for CAM software systems that generate G-code automatically via postprocessors
analogous to the development of visual techniques in general programming , and 2 abandoning hardcoded
constructs for parametric ones analogous to the difference in general programming between hardcoding a
constant into an equation versus declaring it a variable and assigning new values to it at will; and to the
object-oriented approach in general. Macro parametric CNC programming uses human-friendly variable
names, relational operators , and loop structures, much as general programming does, to capture information
and logic with machine-readable semantics. Whereas older manual CNC programming could only describe
particular instances of parts in numeric form, macro programming describes abstractions that can easily apply
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in a wide variety of instances. The difference has many analogues, both from before the computing era and
from after its advent, such as 1 creating text as bitmaps versus using character encoding with glyphs ; 2 the
abstraction level of tabulated engineering drawings , with many part dash numbers parametrically defined by
the one same drawing and a parameter table; or 3 the way that HTML passed through a phase of using content
markup for presentation purposes, then matured toward the CSS model. In all these cases, a higher layer of
abstraction introduced what was missing semantically. STEP-NC reflects the same theme, which can be
viewed as yet another step along a path that started with the development of machine tools, jigs and fixtures,
and numerical control, which all sought to "build the skill into the tool. Those efforts were fine for huge
corporations like GM and Boeing. Any machine tool with a great number of axes, spindles, and tool stations is
difficult to program well manually. It has been done over the years, but not easily. However, it is currently
only in some contexts that manual programming is obsolete. Plenty of CAM programming takes place
nowadays among people who are rusty on, or incapable of, manual programmingâ€”but it is not true that all
CNC programming can be done, or done as well or as efficiently, without knowing G-code. Efficiently written
G-code can be a challenge for CAM software. Ideally a CNC machinist should know both manual and CAM
programming well, so that the benefits of both brute-force CAM and elegant hand programming can be used
where needed. Many older machines were built with limited computer memory at a time when memory was
very expensive; 32K was considered plenty of room for manual programs whereas modern CAM software can
post gigabytes of code. CAM excels at getting a program out quick that may take up more machine memory
and take longer to run. This often makes it quite valuable to machining a low quantity of parts. But a balance
must be struck between the time it takes to create a program and the time the program takes to machine a part.
It has become easier and faster to make just a few parts on the newer machines with lots of memory. This has
taken its toll on both hand programmers and manual machinists. Given natural turnover into retirement, it is
not realistic to expect to maintain a large pool of operators who are highly skilled in manual programming
when their commercial environment mostly can no longer provide the countless hours of deep experience it
took to build that skill; and yet the loss of this experience base can be appreciated, and there are times when
such a pool is sorely missed, because some CNC runs still cannot be optimized without such skill.
Abbreviations used by programmers and operators[ edit ] This list is only a selection and, except for a few key
terms, mostly avoids duplicating the many abbreviations listed at engineering drawing abbreviations and
symbols which see.
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Chapter 2 : G-Code and M-Code Grand Master List | The Smell of Molten Projects in the Morning
G-code (also RS), which has many variants, is the common name for the most widely used numerical control (NC)
programming language.

Whether you are here to learn CNC machining, CNC programming, machine troubleshooting or learning how
to repair and diagnose your machine, this is the site is for you! Machining centers, lathes and mills are all
discussed inside and out. Most of the CNC information here will help you with just about any of your
equipment, machinery or machining application on your shop floor. Avoid mistakes, downtime and most
importantly make educated decisions. Bookmark this page now! You do not want to loose this link Why do I
claim this to be unbiased machine tool help? Any advice or information here is based on my opinion and is not
influenced by anyone except my experience and expertise. This site attempts to provide articles and
information on nearly every aspect related to machine tools and provide a great way to learn CNC. The
website was created for the purpose of education and to provide a wealth of information to the average and
advanced CNC user. Machine tool designs like tool changers and pallet changers are compared without
specifically naming any particular builder. All this to help you avoid machine tool buying mistakes, get the
help, facts, advice, and information you need. Learn what to ask your salesmen and how to justify your
purchase and find other important machining tips. Learn about CNC Machine tool automation, hydraulics,
safety, light curtains, PLC, robotics, servos, indexers and more are all discussed here. Plan ahead, prevent
delays and reduce your bottom line costs. Machinists and maintenance can try to eliminate excessive
downtime and unnecessary expenses. Procedures like parameter backup, ballbar analysis, preventative
maintenance, backlash, headstock, spindle, turret, tool changer and pallet changer alignments are all discussed.
Get help with machine tool applications, including NC programming, G-codes, M-codes, RS Communication
setup and learn all about your machinery. Buy and sell your used machine tools. Find new and used CNC
parts. Best of all this is unbiased CNC machine tool advice. We will remain unbiased to any CNC
manufacturer, vendor, machine tool company, dealer, or any builder.
Chapter 3 : Standard G & M codes supported
Common G codes and M codes for CNC machine controls Not all codes are available on all controls, and some controls
have other codes. See your machine manual for detailed explanations.

Chapter 4 : G-code illustrated manual
P a g e | 7 G & M Code Format In writing G Code programs there are some rules to be aware of as well as some
general formatting guidelines that should be followed or at least considered.

Chapter 5 : G-code - Wikipedia
This Downloadable PDF contains two lists of G-codes and M-codes for both Machining centers and lathes for most
machine builders. Download consists of one G and M code cheat sheet on a X 11 page with all the basic information
you may need to modify most programs on most machines on the spot.

Chapter 6 : Common G-Codes For CNC Machines
Fanuc M-Code List M-code are cnc program instructions which help cnc machinist/programmer to control cnc machine
hardware like chuck, tailstock, quill, coolant. Here are listed M-code which are mostly used on cnc lathe/mill with Fanuc
cnc control.
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Chapter 7 : Fanuc M-Code List - Helman CNC
List of G-codes commonly found on Fanuc and similarly designed cnc controls.G code are also called preparatory codes
(preparatory functions).

Chapter 8 : Complete G Code List - Helman CNC
Code categories are the groupings for the g-code Wizard (type Ctrl+G for the Wizard). Function tells what the g-code
does, Notes gives a little more information such as the parameters, and Tutorial is a link (if any) to a tutorial that uses
G-Wizard Editor to teach how to use the g-code.

Chapter 9 : Common M Codes List & Meanings
3 List of M-codes commonly found on FANUC www.nxgvision.com are the common g-codes and m-codes for milling
that G-Wizard Editor supports for Mills. Code categories are the groupings for the g-code Wizard type.
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